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**Abstract**

This purpose of the study was determining the students’ attitudes toward the use of flipbook as English reading media. The teacher met the problem to accelerate the student’s skills because of the uninteresting, difficult lesson. They do find the less of time to study in school. The findings of this study provided a comprehensive response to the following question: how do students feel about the use of flipbook as English reading media; How flipbook can increase the students’ attention; and What are the challenges for student and teacher in education era 4.0. The method of the study was decriptive qualitative. The data was gathered by the researchers through the use of a questionnaire. In this study, there were twenty-seven students who were in their second semester junior high school. Case studies were the method of investigation for this project. In order to assess the data from the questionnaire, descriptive analysis was utilized. The findings of this study revealed that the students had a favorable opinion of flipbook as English reading materials. The average score on the questionnaire was 3.55, which places it in the "High" category when interpreted numerically. Some of these challenges were too large capacity, limited internet packages, and less supporting the old android.
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**INTRODUCTION**

Reading looks to be given priority in the implementation, despite the fact that all of those skills are vital to develop. In actuality, however, reading is given priority. People all around the world are turning to the internet for assistance with their routine activities and to satisfy their various requirements by reading (Nazarov, 2023). The dramatic late development of innovations associated with the web has caused drastic modifications in almost all aspects of existence, particularly the regions of the modern, exchanging, and instructive spheres (Kassabolat et al., 2020). The computerized universe that is connected to the internet can supply any kind of information that people need to know, and because of this, students' habits regarding the collection of information have shifted significantly (Delcker & Ifenthaler, 2022). Students will, in most cases, access advanced texts on the internet rather than going to the library to look for paper books. Students have access to not only data but also working with devices for...
chatting about class content and sharing academic issues through various web-based media thanks to the internet (Bana, 2020).

Students who read on computers have their advantages and disadvantages, just like any other form of reading. Reading and sharing information becomes less difficult and more enjoyable as a result, according to one point of view. On the other hand, it poses a threat to one's capacity to comprehend society. One of the advantages of reading on the internet is that the act of reading no longer requires a certain location, peace, and the beginning of the reading process. The students would now be able to read whenever they want and wherever they want, as long as they respect and agree with the material (Hsieh, 2020). One further advantage is that employing the web in conjunction with media technology (PC) can generate a significant amount of enthusiasm and inspiration for the reader. This fact is evidence that pupils have a favorable perception of the use of the internet in getting the hang of reading appreciative topics (Bana, 2020).

On the internet, there is a large quantity of reading material that can be located with relative simplicity, and one of these is on flipbook by Sigil (Alperi, 2015). Flipbook can be thought of as both an online journal that can be kept and an electronic book that can be read (Alperi, 2015; Maharani et al., 2015; Sari, 2016; Wirasasmita & Uska, 2017). The content of flipbook can be anything; it can be a personal diary, it can contain personal thoughts, or it can contain broad information about any subject. When compared to publishing in a magazine or comic book, publishing on flipbook is a much simpler process. The most compelling reason for adopting flipbook in language education is because when it is developed by students themselves, websites give students more influence over their own learning. In point of fact, as a result of the researcher's experience in Altai State Pedagogical University, Russia, the researchers discovered that the teacher of English use material subjects rarely uses flipbook as reading materials in the course of the learning process. This was one of the findings that he made.

The study was from mathematic study concept to connect the student studying outdoor independently (Asmawati et al., 2019; Hartono et al., 2021; Riyandiantono et al., 2021). The development study of asynchronous model of learning after pandemic (Malau et al., 2023; Rahmida et al., 2023). The study of european electronic books in multi-perspective has replaced the traditional books even web blog and it is automatically convertible (Nafiáh et al., 2019). The CEO of SEAMOLEC in ASEAN promotes productivity to move forward, but on the other hand, the abilities of teachers and students have not gone in the same direction, it creates a conundrum regarding the usage of flipbook (Fitri et al., 2021). This study is the students’ perspective as a result of these researches. There are a variety of perspectives regarding the use of flipbook as an English reading material. Students' attitudes on utilizing the flipbook could range from enthusiasm to apathy. There are two questions as problem statements; how the students and teachers manage the bored learning and manage the time for student's exercise. How the asynchronous learning becomes favorite model in learning language. The researchers tried to to describe about the students' impression of flipbook as interesting English reading media is used to accelerate the language skills.

**LITERATURE REVIEW**

*Perception*

People are able to give impressions to the environment through the process of perception, which can be defined as an interaction in which people interpret and coordinate the physical impressions they receive (Hariyati, 2020). Discernment is an interaction that involves the transmission of information or messages into the human cerebrum. The acknowledgment and interpretation of the data that our sense of touch provides is what we refer to as perception.
Discernment is what enables us to take in the sensory information and transform it into something meaningful.

Insight is a cycle in which individuals are able to make the process involved with noticing something complex in reacting to something and the data around by utilizing our own five senses in order to know, comprehend, and furthermore acknowledge something. Insight is a cycle in which individuals can make the process involved with noticing something complex in reacting to something and the data around. Discernment is a stage that anticipates securing and managing the information pertaining to the hypothesis. (Simanjuntak et al., 2021). According to Irwanto, The interaction that takes place between a person and an object gives rise to two distinct sorts of perception in that person (Mahreda, 2017).

**Positive perception**

A favorable perspective is characterized by a favorable evaluation of all details and expertise (recognized or not recognized). In addition, explicit perception is used to refer to explicit interpretations including personal appraising of something that is present in surrounding environment. Next, in this scenario, if a person tolerates a favorable perception, it is likely that they will acknowledge and give their support to the perceived thing.

**An unfavorable impression**

The unexplicit perception is an act of perceiving details, whether it is recognized or no, as being thing which is unfavorable or inappropriate for these object which is being tolerated. To put it another way, a person's evaluation of anything in their environment can lead to a negative perception of that object. In this scenario, if a person has a implicit perception, he/ she would resist and refuse any tolerated attempts since he believes it to be futile.

**Flipbook**

Flipbook is a hybrid kind of media that combines audio, visual, and animated elements. It is anticipated that the learning media would be able to invigorate the teaching and learning process within the classroom setting. Students' interest in learning may be boosted by using Flipbook media, which also has the potential to influence students' academic performance and learning outcomes (Salsabila, 2013). The usage of Flipbooks can help boost comprehension and increase the likelihood of successfully completing learning goals (2013). The use of flipbooks are one of the arising on the web conversation advances; they offer adaptable and open freedoms for executing communitarian and intelligent composition and learning, either with teachers as well as companions (Kadir & Tasir, 2020).

In education, media have been utilized as an intelligent learning apparatus, and the advantages of companion work and association are expanded by planning a learning climate that empowers students to foster social, shared, informative, and intelligent abilities (Kadir & Tasir, 2020). This can help students turn out to be more media and data literate. Students can develop a sense of self-assurance, improve their capacity for self-expression, and achieve a sense of accomplishment by publishing their writing on flipbook. Because their reading is accessible to a wider audience, flipbook also helps students feel more satisfied with their accomplishments (Kadir & Tasir, 2020).

In Vurdien's research (Yamin et al., 2020), Students can improve their reading abilities through self-reflection and the input of their peers by using e-book to keep a journal online. Those books are exciting forms of media for students because they provide them the opportunity to discuss and elaborate on their experiences. Before creating and delivering their work, they were motivated to better arrange the material and make decisions regarding the appropriate register and style for each errand by the commitment shown in the exchange of importance between their peers. They are able to physically examine one another in order to determine which error was recorded as a tangible copy. When people learn together, they may check each other's work, which makes the learning environment more helpful and positive. Synergistic talents were also developed as a result of the regular connections that students made on the
websites that they visited for the purpose of learning. It is possible to engage with students and motivate them to participate more fully in the creative cycle by integrating contributions to a flipbook into the instruction that students get in their homeroom writing classes. (Yamin et al., 2020).

In language learning, the media has been tentatively utilized as devices to foster composition and reading understanding abilities. The ramifications show that despite the fact that writing ought not supplant up close and personal association, it might give a training climate where students can think, reflect, and make language gradually for a genuine crowd (Yamin et al., 2020).

**Teaching and Learning**

According to Howard, an activity that encourages someone to get, modify, or improve the skills, behaviors, values, appreciation, and knowledge is considered to be a teaching activity (ATTAMIMI, 2019). This definition of learning places an emphasis on changes in behavior that come about as a direct result of experience or practice. In addition, Harold Spears asserts that in order to learn, one must first observe, then read, then imitate, then attempt something new, then listen, and last follow instructions. In this context, "learning activities" refers to activities like observing, reading, mimicking, and trying new things in accordance with a predetermined set of norms (Muslim et al., 2020).

**Reading**

Reading is characterized as getting data from the text and translation. All in all, reading is the capacity to draw from the printed message and decipher the data fittingly (Nuraiun, 2017). According to Daiek, a functioning cycle that relies upon both an author's capacity to pass on significance utilizing words and your capacity to make importance from them (Nuraiun, 2017). According to Chettri and Rout, the cost of involvement through which an individual might grow his viewpoints of information, distinguish, spread and increment his mindfulness and advances a more profound comprehension of himself, of others and of the world (Bana, 2020). With regards to schooling, a lot of reading is fundamental since all acquiring exercises include understanding abilities and the accomplishment of students' concentrate likewise relies upon the larger part in their capacity to read.

In the EFL setting, reading is basically the main expertise each students should dominate (Nuraiun, 2017). Pardede identified three reasons why reading is urgent for EFL students (Nuraiun, 2017). To begin with, EFL students need inputs from their day-by-day associations since English isn't the essential language of the general public where they concentrate on it. To beat the information impediment, reading is the best arrangement. Furthermore, reading altogether adds to one's close to home and scholarly turn of events, further investigations, work achievement, and vocation improvement, and the capacity to meet changes. Third, reading abilities improve a student's dominance of different spaces of language educating in light of the fact that it offers the students with different great sentence structures so often that they become acclimated with them. Reading additionally creates EFL students' jargon by allowing them to get the most habitually utilized and valuable words and learn them in setting. It additionally further develops composing abilities for it empowers the students to sort out some way to communicate thoughts through words, how to utilize accentuation effectively, etc. Reading is even the premise of guidance in all parts of language learning.

There are various motivations behind reading. In some cases individuals read a text to learn material, once in a while individuals read for unadulterated joy, and at times they need to follow a set bearing. In the event that a peruser wishes to find out about text content, they will try to ignore the detail of the text and he might peruse in totally different manners than if he is concentrating on a text to distinguish key data. Along these lines, it becomes inescapable to say
that the explanation he is reading a text will impact the manner in which he understands it. Reading brief tale at sleep time is reasonable not the same as reading a hand out for an assessment to the following morning obviously. A readers’ reason decides the manner by which he treats an entry and which understanding abilities he employs. Since, as indicated by Hennings, what the perusers get from reading additionally relies upon what they bring to the reading of choice and the reason for understanding it. On different hands, it is obvious to say that reading reason will impact the abilities required or utilized. Expertise isn't just to acquire information, yet additionally capacities to deal with data (Nuraiun, 2017).

**Asynchronous learning**

Asynchronous learning is called self-regulated means that the student is able to keep track of and take responsibility for his or her own academic performance (De Bruin et al., 2011). The quality of the study might be affected by how well the pupils are able to monitor their own progress in learning. Students are able to comprehend more information and acquire more knowledge when they have daily study routines that they adhere to. In addition, students who are able to self-regulate have a better chance of improving their academic performance since they are more aware of the techniques that they should use or prepare for in the future (Mahlberg, 2015).

**Review of related research**

The previous study was a research conducted by Wijayaningtyas. The objectives of this review are to realize the Surabaya students' discernment about internet getting the hang of during Coronavirus pandemic (Wijayaningtyas & Claretta, 2020). The effective strategy by learning ELT during pandemic covid-19 (Edi Sunjayanto Masykuri, 2022; Parapi et al., 2020; Sunjayanto Masykuri, 2022). The investigation consisted of an in-depth, subjective examination. A technique that included both meetings and surveys was implemented to compile the information. Students in Surabaya came to the conclusion that having conversations about the disease online during a pandemic was an effective way to control its spread. The vast majority of students in Surabaya think that this discussion taking place online is really insightful. In addition to being founded on sincere beliefs from the experience of online talks held by their individual every college, the majority of the subjects believed that online talks during this pandemic were very acceptable due to the fact that they could accumulate with families. This was the case despite the fact that some subjects referenced complaints or deficiencies regarding offices, organizations, task power, and about the material that was most profound.

The second previous study the hang off during the Covid19 pandemic at the University of Bengkulu's Graduate Program of English Education. The information assortment utilized a poll and composed meeting (Yunita & Maisarah, 2020). The discoveries of this review show that students' impression of internet learning at the University of Bengkulu's Graduate Program of English are good and that learning through online stages supported them during the pandemic.

The third previous study conducted was a research conducted by Muna et all (MUNA, 2019). The reason for this review was to find out with regards to the students' insight and inspiration in learning English through infographics in the Practicing TEFL Using ICT course at IAIN Salatiga. This review was a spellbinding report that utilized subjective techniques. The information is gathered through poll and meeting. The discoveries of this review are introduced engagingly to give an extensive image of the students' discernments and inspiration. The review found that learning English through infographics enjoys the two benefits and disservices. It likewise found the challenges and inspiration of the students.
The fourth study was self-regulated learning in ELT includes activities such as setting objectives, measuring progress, self-motivating, seeking help, adopting new strategies, and evaluating one's own performance in English language classes. The findings of this study provide implications for English instructors and educators to enhance the quality of the feedback they provide to students participating in English classroom evaluation. The points of this media are portable, easyable and joyable viausalable because the medium can be read anywhere and everywhere.

**RESEARCH METHOD**

In this study, a case-study methodology was utilized for the descriptive research that was conducted. The population of the study was students at SMPN 1 Kajen, Indonesia. The subject was about the use of flipbook as a form of English reading material. This investigation focused on twenty-seven children in the seventh grade as its participants. In order to collect data, the researchers made use of an online questionnaire as their tool. The researchers went through a number of procedures in order to acquire the data. The first step was to prepare the instrument (questionnaire), and the second step was to have the respondent fill out a questionnaire that was already available through the Google Form application. The questionnaire consisted of 15 items, and respondents were asked to indicate the degree to which they agreed or disagreed with each of the items by marking them with a tick mark on a scale that went from "strongly agree" to "strongly disagree." There was a scale that went from "strongly agree" to "strongly disagree." The point of instruments validity are the easiness of accessing the medium, the worth or substance of the medium and the popularity of the medium.

**FINDING AND DISCUSSION**

**Research Findings**

The results of this investigation are presented in this section. A Likert scale from 5 to 1 was used to score the questionnaire items: 5 for "strongly agree," 4 for "agree," 3 for "neutral," 2 for "disagree," and 1 for "not at all" (Strongly disagree). The table below presents the research findings for each indicator. The key finding is about the experience when they use technically it for seven meeting by the smartphone. The investigation will result the students’ comfortablity and simplicity.

**Table 1. Mean score interpretation based on interval**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Interpretation of mean score</th>
<th>Interval mean score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Very Low</td>
<td>1.00 – 1.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>1.80 – 2.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>2.00 – 3.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>3.40 – 4.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Very High</td>
<td>4.20 – 5.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Source: Educational Planning and Research Division, MOE, 2006) (Ashfahani Zakaria et al., 2015)

**Table 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>SA</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Flipbook makes the English learning process easier.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Flipbook makes the English learning measure more viable in accomplishing learning targets.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The process of learning English with Flipbook is more fun.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.04</td>
<td>Average</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As a result of conducting an analysis on the required data from the digital questionnaire, they were discovered that the majority of learners enrolled in seventh grade student in Junior High School have a favorable perception regarding the utilization of flipbook as English reading media. The mean of the score of the questionnaire was 3.55. Nevertheless, many students continued to have problems when using flipbook, and the program determined that the mean score was 3.40, which places it in the fourth category, which can be read as "High." According to table 3, the students are in agreement that accessing the flipbook presents them with a number

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>SA</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Getting the hang of reading by utilizing flipbook can work on my energy in picking up reading.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Flipbook can improve students’ understanding in learning English.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Getting the hang of reading by utilizing flipbook can't work on my inspiration in picking up reading.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>Average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Learning reading by using flipbook can help me focus more.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Students have issues in utilizing flipbook as a result of restricted smartphone offices, restricted web bundles, and helpless sign issues.</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.89</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Flipbook is difficult to use because of the lack of students’ understanding how to operate.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>Average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Learning reading by using flipbook is make me easier to resume what I have read.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.56</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Flipbook is a learning process that utilizes internet networks as a learning tool.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Flipbook makes it simple for students or educators to impart and communicate whenever and anywhere.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Flipbook can save times in the learning process.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Learning English using flipbook is wasteful of internet data.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>Average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>In light of the refinement of innovation in this advanced period, flipbook can keep on being created.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3,55</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3
Descriptive Statistics of Problem Faced by Students’ Perception towards Flipbook as an English Reading Media

As a result of conducting an analysis on the required data from the digital questionnaire, they were discovered that the majority of learners enrolled in seventh grade student in Junior High School have a favorable perception regarding the utilization of flipbook as English reading media. The mean of the score of the questionnaire was 3.55. Nevertheless, many students continued to have problems when using flipbook, and the program determined that the mean score was 3.40, which places it in the fourth category, which can be read as "High." According to table 3, the students are in agreement that accessing the flipbook presents them with a number
of challenges, including limited mobile phone facilities, limited internet package options, and problems with bad signal quality. It was determined by calculations that the mean was 3.40, which places it inside the fourth category, which can be translated as "High." The results that were displayed above provided a clear demonstration of how students felt about the five indications that were described earlier.

Discussion

Creative learning plays a pivotal role in significantly motivating students by offering new experiences that extend beyond the boundaries of traditional subjects (Hill & West, 2020). In this context, teachers hold a crucial responsibility in designing engaging learning activities that align with targeted objectives and cater to various educational levels. To achieve this, teachers must develop robust digital skills to effectively leverage information technology. This proficiency enables them to convey educational messages clearly and organize the required skills appropriately for each learning level. Integrating creative learning involves using digital tools and resources to create dynamic and interactive lessons. For example, teachers can incorporate multimedia presentations, virtual simulations, and online collaborative projects to make learning more engaging. These methods not only capture students' interest but also provide them with opportunities to explore and experiment with new concepts in a stimulating environment. Furthermore, creative learning encourages students to think critically and solve problems in innovative ways. By engaging in activities that require creativity, such as project-based learning or problem-solving tasks, students develop essential skills that are transferable across different subjects.

Self-regulated learning empowers students to become autonomous learners by allowing them to manage their own learning schedules, choose their focus areas, and engage in imaginative thinking (Adie et al., 2018). To foster autonomous learning, teachers can assign take-home exercises that encourage students to independently enhance their skills. For instance, in speaking and listening comprehension, students can practice by listening, imitating, creating, and improvising. In grammar and writing, they can focus on writing and composing texts. For reading comprehension, students can read various texts, search for difficult words or phrases, and explore semantic meanings. This autonomy helps students to develop their skills more effectively as they take responsibility for their own learning process.

Smartphones have become an essential tool for integrating technology into English learning, reflecting the impact of Education 4.0 (Indra Kusuma et al., 2021; Parapi et al., 2020; Santoso et al., 2018; Sunjayanto Masykuri, 2022). Globally, students use multiple gadgets, making it impossible to separate visual learning from contextual learning. The advanced technology available today allows students to learn English without geographical limitations, enabling them to read and study anywhere and anytime as long as they have internet access. This technological integration facilitates continuous and flexible learning opportunities, enhancing students' ability to acquire and improve their English skills in a modern, connected world.

Based on the table 2 and 3, most students in seventh grade of junior high school accept the change. The social environment and cultural practices practically shift every single day. In response to the second research question, the findings of this study revealed that the students exhibited characteristics of autonomous learning after accepting the feedback from teacher. These characteristics included how to set the goal, how to monitor them, what should be motivation strategy, how to help and adopt them, and evaluate themselves. According to the findings, receiving feedback from teachers has the potential to help students improve their ability to autonomous their English language learning. These findings are consistent with those found in earlier research which found that feedback activities might motivate students to
become self-regulated learners (Vatoy & Smith, 2019). These findings provide evidence that demonstrates how instructor feedback affects students’ ability to self-regulate their learning.

According to the problem statements, the study findings tolerate how flipbook can increase the students’ attention, we might see the flipbook function on picture 1:

Fig. 1. Display in three smartphones contain animation, text and audio

These displays can show student what they like as teenager, such as animation, film, and music. While they are reading a text, the visual can scaffold them to understand. The asynchronous learning makes them easy to read the articles anywhere and anytime. It seems to them to regulate themselves to study hard using good time. The characteristics also appear the creative teacher how to set a goal, how to monitor, motivate them, seek them help, adopt, make self-evaluation.

The third question is about the challenges for student and teacher in education era 4.0. They should aware the media for learning and teaching. It can make them easy to learn but they must pay attention to upgrade the personal digital skills because technology will do self-revolution second to second. They must know when they want to use digital media as a tool.

CONCLUSION

This study found that students at seventh grade junior high school have a "High" perception toward flipbook as an English reading media. The mean score was 3.55, which lands on the "High" category, and this finding can be interpreted to mean that the process of learning reading is easier with flipbook, and it can foster students’ enthusiasm. In addition to this, the use of flipbook was hindered by the poor quality of the internet connection. It was determined that the mean was 3.40, which places it in the fourth category, which may be translated as "High." As a result, the students were made to feel extremely uninterested in the subject matter, and it was often challenging for them to comprehend it. The research is not only discussing about the the teacher’s perspective and the teachers’ innovation. In the future, it also suggest them how essential for the researchers describe about the teachers’ perspective. Therefore in the future the teacher should be provable and solvable. The more challenging situation appear, the more creative, innovative educator. The flipbook is the one sample that force teacher to learn.
something new following them to be real creator. It also drive the students to be competitive and premeditated.
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